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Masks, distancing
and streaming
Annual meeting and director
elections continue during COVID
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WAYS TO
SAVE ENERGY
OUTDOORS

Practice safety
with DIY projects

Members
encouraged to
curb energy use
this summer

May is National Electric Safety Month
We care about our members and teaching various ways to be safe around electricity as we all continue to #PowerOn

Brian Krambeer, president/CEO | 800.432.2285 | bkrambeer@MiEnergy.coop

Local broadband partnership is a
model for others nationally
In 2018, MiEnergy Cooperative created a partnership with
Mabel Cooperative Telephone Company and Spring Grove
Communications Cooperative. We formed MiBroadband,
LLC, and share equal ownership in Harmony Telephone
Company, a small telephone exchange in and around the City
of Harmony. The focus of the mission for our partnership
has been to extend quality
broadband service across the
MiEnergy electric service
territory.
Who would have thought
a pandemic in 2020 would
bring our lives to a halt and
ReConnect Grant MN
broadband would be our bridge
MN Border-to-Border Grant
for daily business operation
Iowa CARES Grant
and personal communications?
ReConnect Grant IA
Our partnership is being
called “the model” for
extending broadband into
greater America. What we
have done here is being
replicated across the country
by other cooperatives. Land
O’ Lakes CEO Beth Ford has
spoken on the tremendous
passion the cooperative has
in extending rural broadband,
offered their assistance and is
actively engaged in a national
partnership with regular
communications addressing
rural broadband challenges.
Last month, the Biden Administration proposed a
$100 billion investment in rural broadband as part of the
American Jobs Plan. Vice President Harris speaking about
the Administration's plan stated, “It’s the same thing that
our country decided to do in 1936. Let’s get electricity to
everybody,” and rural America should not be left out of that
priority.
The American Jobs Plan is not only $100 billion for getting
broadband to everyone, but with an emphasis on cooperatives
and nonprofits that are leaders in their communities.
MiEnergy Cooperative and our cooperative broadband
partnership is that leader. This truly could be an incredible
moment in our history, not unlike what our country did in the
1930s with electricity. We can do it now with broadband.
Having broadband throughout our service territory
will help us further our strategic initiatives as an electric
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cooperative because it will help with grid modernization
and support distributed energy resources and operations.
Broadband will enhance the quality of life of our membership,
by allowing telework options, distance learning, telemedicine,
entertainment, purchasing and delivery, in addition to
allowing advanced farming practices, the use of data driven
technologies, and job growth for
our communities and residents
in our service territory.
To date, we have obtained
two ReConnect Awards. One
$5.4 million ReConnect Award
for the buildout of the rural
Harmony Telephone exchange
for fiber-to-the-home. This
will connect just over 350
locations. This award is a 50%
grant, 50% low-interest loan.
The second ReConnect Award
is $9.7 million for a buildout
that involves a fiber ring from
Cresco to Lime Springs, Elma,
Alta Vista, Protivin and back
to Cresco. This project will pass
approximately 538 locations with
fiber to the premises. This award
is also a 50% grant, 50% loan
award.
In addition, a $715,000
Iowa CARES grant involves
connecting our Harmony
fiber network to the MiEnergy office in Cresco. It passes
approximately 120 locations for end user service and is nearly
complete. Our most recent award is the $1.2 million MN
Border-to-Border Broadband Grant for fiber-to-the-home
buildout in Fillmore County that will pass approximately 280
locations. Together, these projects total over $17 million in
fiber buildout awards.
As you can see from the map, each project encompasses a
fiber ring for system design and reliability. We will continue
to build off this model and the fiber rings of our cooperative
telecommunication partners in the future as we apply for
additional buildout funding. The fiber buildouts across
southeastern Minnesota and northeastern Iowa will take time,
especially since designing a single project and obtaining fiber
can take nearly a year. But your electric cooperative and our
cooperative partners are committed to making it happen.
As always, I welcome your emails and phone calls.
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WAYS TO SAVE
ENERGY OUTDOORS
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CEO MESSAGE

Do you find your deck becoming your kitchen and the family
spending most free time in the backyard? We often spend a lot of
time and effort making the interior of a home more energy efficient,
but have you ever wondered about ways we can save energy outdoors
as well?
The most common way to save energy during summer months
is lowering your cooling costs indoors. If you are spending a lot of
time outdoors, you can certainly save energy and money by reducing
your air conditioning use inside. Setting the thermostat just a few
degrees higher can make quite a difference. But to answer your main
question, yes—there are ways to save energy outdoors. Here are
three:

PUMPS AND MAINTENANCE

Many of us have one or more pumps that service our yard
or reside on our property. Pumps can supply water for a
swimming pool, your lawn and garden, or your septic system
or well. It’s easy to let maintenance slip, which cuts the pump’s
efficiency and shortens its life.
Maintaining pumps involves cleaning the filters or checking oil and
belts. If you have multiple pumps and need to hire a professional
for assistance, try to do all the maintenance at once to reduce the
overall cost. You may also want to consider replacing older pumps
with ENERGY STAR®-rated ones before they break down. While you’re
at it, check for leaks in the water lines, which make your pumps work
harder and longer.

Help keep electric
rates affordable

Co-op asks members to curb energy
use in June, July & August
Keeping electric rates affordable is a top priority for
MiEnergy. One way to help is to reduce electric use on
weekdays from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. during the months of June,
July and August.
Historically, about two-thirds of MiEnergy’s operating
costs are for purchasing wholesale power. The cooperative is
considered a summer peaking system. The cost for power is
highest during the summer months on weekdays between the
hours of 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Members who can shift or reduce their energy use during
this timeframe can help the co-op save on wholesale power
costs. It means smaller rate increases and/or less frequent rate
increases in the future for the membership. It is as as easy
as delaying the dishwasher, shifting the start of laundry and
setting your thermostat for air conditioning a few degrees
higher.
Members will be able to hear and see reminders of this
summer’s campaign in the form of bill inserts, radio ads, print
ads, website content and social media posts. This is the tenth
year the co-op has committed to running a campaign to
encourage members to shift electric use during the summer
months.

W E N EVER STO P.

OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Some security lights can be 500 to 1,000 watts. That’s the
equivalent of 40 to 80 indoor LED bulbs—quite a lot of energy!
Adding timers, motion sensors and light sensors can reduce
your energy use.
Switching to LEDs is another great strategy. Solar lights are also
a good way to light walkways, a water feature or your deck without
having to buy any electricity at all.

GRILLING

Using your oven can raise your kitchen’s temperature
up to 10 degrees, increasing the need for running your air
conditioner, so grilling outdoors is a great way to save energy.
Whichever fuel type you choose for your grill, you can save energy
by barbecuing (keeping the lid closed during cooking) rather than
grilling (cooking with the lid off at higher heat).
Hopefully these ideas will help you enjoy your outdoor living space
this summer and help you save energy!
Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen of Collaborative Efficiency write on energy
efficiency topics for the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association,
the national trade association representing more than 900 local electric
cooperatives. From growing suburbs to remote farming communities, electric
co-ops serve as engines of economic development for 42 million Americans
across 56% of the nation’s landscape. For additional energy tips and
information on Collaborative Efficiency visit: www.collaborativeefficiency.com/
energytips.

Not everyone starts their day at the same time, or in the same
way. But no matter when or how, your local Touchstone Energy
Cooperative is there to help you power every moment of it.
To learn more, visit TouchstoneEnergy.com
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The next step involves pricier improvements
like replacing windows and upgrading to
more efficient appliances. The most advanced
improvements center on renewable energy
generation and storage—solar panel installation
and other devices.
Pfeiffer suggests homeowners start by
eliminating energy-wasting gaps in the home’s
structure and shading windows and walls.

HOME
INFRASTRUCTURE
UPGRADES

Environmentally friendly and
cost-effective
By Julia Robinson
In response to the combination of pandemicinduced stay-at-home requirements and
expanded remote working options, many of us
are not only spending more time at home, we’re
also considering a home office upgrade, a new
music or entertainment room or enhancing an
outdoor space. Mischa Fisher, chief economist
for HomeAdvisor, says the growth in home
improvement in 2020 was huge: “We nicknamed
it the year of the home.”
“In past years there was a significant focus on
return on investment,” Fisher says. “People do a
project because they’re planning on selling their
house.” 2020 was different because 41% of people
said they planned upgrades specifically to make
their homes better suit their lifestyle needs.
No matter what project is on tap, it’s essential
to start with basic improvements that ensure
your energy needs are met safely and efficiently.
HomeAdvisor, a digital marketplace that aims
to connect clients with prescreened local service
professionals, found home maintenance budgets
doubled in 2020 compared to previous years.
Simple updates to infrastructure can make every
home kinder to the environment and safer, with
the added benefit of trimming fat from electric
bills.
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The ENERGY STAR® is your friend

Peter Pfeiffer, president of Barley|Pfeiffer
Architecture in Austin, Texas, was an early
advocate for the ENERGY STAR® program,
which encourages energy-efficient appliance
purchases. The program’s original Austin
proponents included architects, utility planners,
builders and engineers who shared the goal
of promoting more efficient appliances and
incorporating better building standards to
conserve energy.
“We went around to the appliance showrooms
and gave a little blue star on the more energy
efficient ones so that the homeowner could see,
‘ah, this is an energy-efficient one,’ ” Pfeiffer
says. The effort gained national attention as a
successful municipal conservation program.

Green building with simple
improvements

"Simple improvements based on a home’s
current condition can go a long way toward
improving energy efficiency, often more so than
investing in newer technology such as solar
panels and tankless water heaters," Pfeiffer
says. He recommends that homeowners plan
their improvements based on increasing overall
energy efficiency, beginning with modest repairs.

An energy audit

To find your home’s trouble spots, engage
in a professional for a home energy audit.
Auditors will inspect the quality of insulation,
test for electrical hazards, make a thermographic
inspection with infrared scanning, and conduct
a blower test that measures the quality of air
sealing around ducts, doors and windows.
The auditor then prepares a report detailing
their findings and recommendations. According
to the U.S. Department of Energy, the average
home has enough air leakage to add up to a
2-square-foot hole that remains open 24 hours a
day. Fortunately, simple remedies can save up to
30% on utility bills. With your co-op’s guidance,
an energy audit will help you prioritize fixes for
tightening your home and using shade to your
advantage.

Keep outside air outside

Managing the infiltration of outside air
can affect homes year-round. Common
recommendations are to update the
weatherstripping and caulk around doors and
windows, clean filters and vents, and seal leaks in
your ducts. Pfeiffer points out that leaky ducts are
more wasteful than an inefficient air conditioner.
It’s more important to make sure you have an
airtight heating, ventilating and air conditioning
system before upgrading to a new air-handling
system.

Prevent radiant heat

Radiant heat is absorbed from sunlight and can
be transmitted through roofs and windows into
the home. Pfeiffer advises using roof overhangs,
awnings or planting trees and landscaping to
shade west-facing windows, to prevent the sun’s
rays from hitting the windows directly. Thermal
drapes and window coverings can also deflect
heat from sunny rooms.

Add insulation

Adding insulation to a home’s attic, basement,
walls or crawl spaces will improve energy
efficiency. Pfeiffer says that optimal roofing

Practice safety when DIY-ing

These days many of us are spending more time at
home and finding new, creative ways to enhance our
living space. Tackling do-it-yourself (DIY) projects for the
home can be fun and cost-effective, so why not roll up
those sleeves and get started! Whether you’re painting
the front door with a fresh hue or finally upgrading those
patio lights, successfully completing a DIY home project
is incredibly satisfying. But many of these projects do not
come without risks. Here are a few safety tips to keep in
mind as you get to work.
Start by selecting a designated work area. The
amount of space you’ll need will depend on the size and
scope of your project, but make sure you have adequate
lighting and ventilation (if necessary). Required tools
and equipment should be located in your workspace and
organized for easy access.

Personal protective equipment (PPE) is your
friend. We know you’re a pro but investing a few bucks

in PPE is essential for most home projects. Stock up
on safety goggles, dust masks, ear plugs (or noise
reduction ear protectors), gloves and any other kind of
protection you’ll need for your project. Remember to wear
appropriate clothing and shoes. (Ditch the sandals for
this!)
Work slowly and clean as you go. When you rush
through a DIY project, you’ll likely end up with less
desirable results than you intended, or worse, you could
make a costly or dangerous mistake. Take your time
and remember that you are in control of the project. You
should also clean as you go to ensure a safer workspace.
Pick up any scrap materials, tools that aren’t in use and
any tripping hazards.

materials combined with shade will prevent
radiant heat from leaking into the home in the
first place. Sealing basements and crawl spaces
can also improve energy efficiency.

Upgrade lighting

Efficient lighting and lighter colors are key
considerations when adding a home office or
hobby space.
Replace lightbulbs with energy-efficient LEDs
to decrease energy consumption. Energy-Starqualified LEDs last 15 to 25 times longer than
incandescent bulbs. Light fixtures should hang
close to the work- or hobby space without getting
in the way.
“The color of the horizontal reflecting surfaces
in the room makes a big difference in how
much energy you use,” Pfeiffer says. “You need
about three times as much lighting if you’ve got
dark countertops compared to light-colored
countertops.”

Safety first

Rewiring your lights and adding new electrical
systems to your home are complex and hazardous
tasks that are best left in the hands of a licensed

Be cautious
with power tools.

Annually, 8% of
electrocutions in the
U.S. are attributed
to improper use
of power tools.
The Electrical
Safety Foundation
International offers
the following safety tips:
• Use ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs) with
every power tool to protect against electrical shock.
• Never use power tools near live electrical wires or
water pipes.
• Use extreme caution when cutting or drilling into
walls where electrical wires or water pipes could be
accidentally touched or penetrated.
• If a power tool trips a safety device while in use,
take the tool to a manufacturer-authorized repair
center for service.
• Do not use power tools without the proper guards.
• When using a wet-dry vacuum cleaner or a pressure
washer, be sure to follow the manufacturer’s
instructions to avoid electrical shock.
Remember, you should only tackle DIY home projects
within your skill and comfort level. For projects that
require extensive electrical work, we strongly recommend
you hire a licensed, qualified electrician for assistance.
To learn more about electrical safety, visit our website
at www.MiEnergy.coop.

Abby Berry writes on consumer and cooperative affairs for the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association, the national trade association
representing more than 900 local electric cooperatives.

electrician.
Replacing old electrical outlets with groundfault circuit interrupter outlets, while not a
cost-saving improvement, is a necessary safety
upgrade for outlets around water. GFCIs protect
against shocks by breaking the flow of electrical
current if they detect a fault. They are required
in new construction, but the Electrical Safety
Foundation International estimates 40 million
homes do not have these lifesaving outlets in all
“wet” rooms.
In addition, consider having an arc-fault circuit
interrupter breaker professionally installed.
AFCIs protect against fire-causing arcing that is
commonly caused by damaged or worn wiring.
Once you’ve invested some time and a little
money into making basic improvements, Pfeiffer
advises implementing additional energy-saving
measures. Replacing older appliances and
windows with ENERGY STAR®-rated and
e-coated products will save energy over the
lifetime of your home. Solar panels can help you
create your own power, but unless you address
your energy demands, they won’t have as big of
an impact.
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MiRecipes | Family Favorites
Submit your family’s favorite recipe for consideration to be printed in the July 2021 newsletter. Deadline is June 10. Send to Meagan
at PO Box 90, Cresco, IA 52136 or email: mmoellers@MiEnergy.coop.
MiRecipes will be printed quarterly in this publication. If we publish your recipe, you will receive a $5 credit on your next electric bill.
Limit one recipe published per member annually.

HAMBURGER BARLEY SOUP | WANDA ASKELSON, DECORAH
I like venison for this recipe and, like most soups, it’s better the second day. Quick barley can be used. Make it your own by modifying the
amount of water, potatoes, carrots and/or meat and swapping cream of mushroom for the soup. Goes well with corn muffins.
6 c. water
Large can cream of chicken soup
4 potatoes (diced and leave on the skins)
Beef bouillon
1 c. carrots (diced)
¼ c. medium barley
1 lb. ground meat
Salt and pepper
Small onion
Add diced potatoes and carrots to water in soup kettle and boil slowly until tender. Brown meat and onion, drain and set aside. Whisk
soup and bouillon into kettle. Add meat, barley, salt and pepper. Boil slowly for 20 minutes or until barley is tender.

CRAB RANGOON | JOLENE PITZENBERGER-TIMP, JACKSON JUNCTION
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WINNESHIEK MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION —DECORAH, IOWA
The Winneshiek Medical Center
Foundation recently received an
Operation Round Up grant of $600
to help purchase supplies for a
volunteer that sews pillowcases for
children's hospital rooms. Pictured
l-r: Winneshiek Medical Center
employees Jenny Holthaus and
Marianne Stalberger, Winneshiek
Medical Center Foundation
Coordinator Holly Kanengieter
and the volunteer responsible for
making the pillowcases, Sherry
Bouska, of Ridgeway.

In medium bowl beat cream cheese until softened and smooth. Stir in crabmeat, egg, garlic, and white pepper, mix well. Place 1 teaspoon of
filling in the center of the wonton skin. Dip finger or pastry brush into a shallow bowl of water, lightly brush water at the outer edge of all 4 sides
of the skin. Bring opposite corners together, pinching sides, do this twice so all corners meet in the middle. Twist at the top to make sure all sides
are sealed. May be made ahead of time and froze. Freeze filled fried wontons and reheat on a cookie sheet in 400° oven for 5 minutes.
Frying options:
1. Spray rangoons (all sides) with cooking oil, place in Air Fryer at 350° for 6 min.
Or
2. Heat 2” of oil in a heavy skillet or deep fryer to 370°. Fry only 5 to 6 wontons at a time until golden, about 2 min. Drain on paper towels.
Serve warm with or without sauce.

CHICKEN STOVE TOP CASSEROLE | WHITNEY TEWES, PRESTON
1 (16 oz. pkg.) chicken stuffing mix
1 stick butter (melted)
1 (8 oz. container) sour cream
1 can cream of chicken soup
1 (15 oz. pkg.) chicken broth
3 c. cooked chicken (diced). Can use more.
Melt butter and combine with stuffing mix, stir together and set aside. Combine cooked chicken with soup and sour cream. Pour ½ of the
stuffing and butter mixture in the bottom of casserole dish. Pour chicken, soup and sour cream mixture on top of that. Top off with other
half of stuffing and butter mixture. Pour can of chicken broth on top of all of that. Bake at 350° for one hour covered and for 15 minutes
uncovered.
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PHONE NUMBERS
LOCAL 563-547-3801 (Cresco); 507-864-7783 (Rushford)
TOLL-FREE & 24/7 OUTAGE REPORTING 800-432-2285
PAYMENT LINE 24/7 877-853-6517
UNDERGROUND CABLE LOCATING 811
ONLINE
WEBSITE www.MiEnergy.coop
SOCIAL MEDIA Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DISTRICT 1 Dennis Ptacek, secretary and Jeff Redalen
DISTRICT 2 Dean Nierling, chair and Ron Stevens, vice chair
DISTRICT 3 Don Petersen, treasurer, Skip Wieser and
Dennis Young
DISTRICT 4 Dean Fisher, Charles Frana and Carl Reicks
DISTRICT 5 Beth Olson and Jenny Scharmer

AMERICAN LEGION POST 135
—CRESCO, IOWA

8 oz. pkg. cream cheese (softened)
4 oz. cooked crabmeat or imitation crabmeat (chopped finely)
1 egg
1 t. garlic
½ t. white pepper
60 wonton skin wraps
Vegetable or olive oil for frying

OFFICE INFORMATION
Open Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
IOWA 24049 Highway 9, PO Box 90, Cresco, IA 52136
MINNESOTA 31110 Cooperative Way, PO Box 626,
Rushford, MN 55971
**This institution is an equal opportunity provider and
employer.**

Members representing American
Legion Post 135 of Cresco, Iowa,
recently received a $500 Operation
Round Up grant to help purchase
materials to build lending libraries,
like the one pictured here at East
Park. Their goal is to build one
for every city and campground in
Howard County.

UTILITY POLES ARE NOT
BULLETIN BOARDS
Help keep our lineworkers safe

MiEnergy would like to remind everyone that it is
prohibited to attach objects to our utility poles, such
as: campaign signs, garage sale signs, lost and found
signs, deer stands, birdhouses, satellite dishes, etc.
Signs on utility poles raise major safety concerns
for our lineworkers. Staples, tacks and nails can
cause more serious injuries than most people would
suspect. For example, if a nail tears an insulated glove, the lineworker is no
longer properly protected from the high-voltage power lines they work on. Also,
nails and staples can cause the lineworker’s boot spikes to cut-out of the pole,
causing a serious fall from a dangerous height. In order to ensure reliable electric
service, lineworkers sometimes have to climb poles in all kinds of weather, day
and night.
If you notice anyone trying to attach something to a utility pole, let them know
it’s dangerous and illegal.

MANAGEMENT STAFF
BRIAN KRAMBEER president/chief executive officer
SHELLY HOVE chief financial officer
STEVE OIAN vice president of operations - Minnesota
VASSIL VUTOV vice president of information technology
MIKE WALTON vice president of operations - Iowa
KENT WHITCOMB vice president of member services
MINEWS STAFF
MEAGAN MOELLERS communications specialist, editor
ANNIE HOILAND communications specialist
BRENDA TESCH marketing and communications manager
2021 OFFICES CLOSED
MAY 31 Memorial Day
JUNE 10 Employee Development Day
JULY 5 Independence Day (observed)
SEPT 6 Labor Day
SEPT 16 Employee Development Day
NOV 25 Thanksgiving Day
NOV 26 Day after Thanksgiving
DEC 9 Employee Development Day
DEC 24 Christmas Eve Day
DEC 27 Christmas Day (observed)
DEC 31 New Year’s Eve close at 11:30 a.m.

Energy Efficiency
Tip of the Month

Avoid placing items like lamps
and televisions near your
thermostat.
The thermostat senses heat
from these appliances, which
can cause your air
conditioner to run
longer than necessary.
Source: www.energy.gov
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Attention Iowa Members!
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Nominate a local volunteer
and they could win
$1,500 for their charity!
Contest entries accepted during June at
IowaShineTheLight.com
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Board room highlights
April 29, 2021

From L-R directors re-elected: Ron Stevens, Dean Nierling, Dennis Young, Don Petersen and Skip
Wieser.

Election results: Incumbents re-elected
MiEnergy Cooperative's Annual Meeting looked different this year. Last year, amid
COVID, members were not in attendance and the director election results were
announced by the cooperative’s attorney. This year, in-person attendance was limited,
and MiEnergy livestreamed the meeting through YouTube for the first time.
This year marked the first year since the merger of Tri-County Electric Cooperative
and Hawkeye REC that director elections for districts 2 and 3 were held. A total of
1,539 ballots were cast (1,330 by mail, 208 electronically and 1 onsite).
All five incumbents were re-elected to serve three-year terms. District 2 had two seats
up for election. Ron Stevens, of Preston, Minn., won his seat over challenger Vance
Haugen, of Canton, Minn., by a vote of 364 to 215. Dean Nierling, of Decorah, Iowa,
ran unopposed. District 3 had three seats up for election. Dennis Young, of Decorah,
Iowa, was re-elected with 523 votes, while his challenger Cody Webb, of Decorah, Iowa,
received 407 votes. Don Petersen, of Hokah, Minn., received 682 votes, and challenger
Steve Kujak, of Brownsville, Minn., 256 votes. Skip Wieser, of La Crescent, Minn., ran
unopposed.
The results were certified by independent election vendor Survey and Ballot Systems.
Board Treasurer Petersen reported that the cooperative remained in good financial
condition despite lower operating revenue which was attributed to weather and the
pandemic. The cooperative met all financial requirements of its lenders. The financials
were audited by Eide Bailly which gave the cooperative a favorable report.
President/CEO Brian Krambeer spoke on the importance of MiEnergy's partnerships.
One in particular, MiBroadband, which is a partnership with Mabel Cooperative
Telephone Company and Spring Grove Communications, has seen tremendous success
in receiving grants to assist with providing broadband service to rural residents within
MiEnergy's electric service territory with no or limited access.
Other topics during the one-hour business meeting included the Texas power outages
in February, electric rates, Dairyland’s power generation resources and its approaching
retirement of Genoa Station #3 in June, and the combining of the Harmony and Spring
Valley outposts to Preston.

• Completed the annual board
organization and determined
the following officers and
positions: Dean Nierling,
chair; Ron Stevens, vice chair;
Dennis Ptacek, secretary; Don
Petersen, treasurer; and Jenny
Scharmer Dairyland Power
Cooperative representative.
• Reviewed the 2021 MiEnergy
Annual Meeting.
• CFO Shelly Hove presented a
favorable operating report for
March.
• Reviewed and approved all
MiEnergy rate tariffs.
• Reviewed and approved the
favorable Rural Utilities Service
audit.
• Approved two revolving loan
fund applications in Lanesboro
and Decorah.
• Reviewed and approved updates
to the director policies.
• Approved the general contractor
proposal for the Preston
outpost.
• CEO Brian Krambeer provided
updates from subsidiary
organizations.
The next board meeting will be
held at the Rushford office on May
27 at 9 a.m.

